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iX Cameras CEO Lecturing at Edgerton Center at MIT
Peter Carellas, CEO & President of IX Cameras, will return to MIT to teach at the MIT Professional Education Short
Program on High-Speed Imaging for Motion Analysis. He will hold two lectures and two workshops on Lenses and
Optics in High-Speed Imaging. The lectures will cover topics ranging from overall general theory of lenses, best
practices on using lenses in high-speed imaging, sensor formats, and how to pick the best lens for a specific
application. The hands-on workshops address different methods of using a lens, how to utilize the lenses you have
vs. purchasing additional lenses, micro vs. macro
lenses, and which lenses and other key optical
equipment you need to maximize your efficiency
in your lab.
iX Cameras will also hold a hands-on session and
demonstration on high-speed video. Matt Rece, iX
Cameras Application Engineer will conduct
demonstrations using a variety of high-speed
cameras from the iX Cameras product lineup.
The MIT high-speed imaging and motion analysis
program is designed for scientists, engineers, and
imaging specialists who need to gather data on
rapidly moving subjects and events for study,
motion analysis, and trouble-shooting. The
program combines lectures focusing on imaging technologies, motion analysis, lenses and lighting with labs where
the attendees have the opportunity to try out the latest in high-speed-imaging equipment.
The short program will take place at the MIT Edgerton Center, June 17-20. For more information, visit MIT
Professional Education at https://professional.mit.edu/programs/short-programs/high-speed-imaging
About iX Cameras
iX Cameras is a world-leading technology and product company specializing in the field of high-speed (slow
motion) imaging. Based on proprietary innovative technologies, we design, build and sell cutting-edge ultra-fast
cameras and software for a wide range of advanced scientific research applications. The company is a whollyowned spinoff of the heralded Olympus industrial division, combining the acumen of the engineering visionaries
from Olympus with a new team of industry veterans, continues to innovate state-of-the-art i-SPEED cameras under
the iX Cameras name. Sales, service and support of all i-SPEED camera models can be obtained from regional
offices located in the United States, United Kingdom, China and India.
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